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Abstract: Cloud computing provides application and services over the Web. The services are provided to all over the world by the data 

centers, which is referred to as the "cloud." This mechanism provides solution to the many network connections and Computer systems in 

online services. This shows the broad reach of internet, while we are simplifying its complexity. Any user with an Internet connection can 

use the cloud  services provided by it. when these services are connected, users can share information to each other and also to the web. But 

before entering into the cloud we have know that the rapid growth of cloud computing also increases sever security concern. The Security of 

cloud is a big issue for open system and cloud computing. It has many security issues like analyzing the data privacy, security auditing and 

data monitoring. Till now the existing models are too far away to cover the full complexity of the cloud computing model. Some papers has 

been proposed previously for security of cloud computing but the implementation proposed by them is not enough for full complexity of 

cloud. In this paper we are going to implement a new mathematical algorithm for low level of risk in Cloud computing environment. The 

purpose of this attempt is to focus (or provide mechanism) on some new points where the security level founds very low. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing provides the delivery of computing resources 

over the Web (Internet). Instead of having the data on your 

systems ‗s Memory , you can use a service over the Web 

(Internet), at any location, to store your data or to use of it‘s 

application. Cloud computing is providing the computing 

services over the Web (Internet). Cloud services provides the 

service to individuals and businesses to use s/w and h/w that 

are maintained by third parties at any locations. Examples of 

cloud services is like online file storage, social networking 

websites, webmails, and online business applications. The 

cloud computing model allows to use the information‘s and 

computer resources from anywhere. Cloud computing gives a 

shared platform of resources, including Memory space, 

network, power need for process, and user applications. 
 

This time Cloud computing is one of the biggest technologies 

around us. Companies are providing billions of dollars 

applications and data centers to the cloud services. But in a 

way to move into cloud services , many companies have 

neglected to confirm that cloud security is made into their 

models.  Firms often assume that a cloud vendor is a secure 

cloud vendor. Nothing could be further from the truth.  Not all 

cloud vendors are created equal and the levels of security and 

privacy protection they provide ranges from world class to 

world‘s worst.After the creation of cloud, distribution of cloud 

computing varies with reference to the requirements and for 

which it will be used. The standard service models being 

arranged are :- 
 

Software as a Service (SaaS) — Customers purchase the skill 

to contact and use an application or service that is presented in 

the cloud. Benchmark sample of this is Salesforce.com, as 

discussed before, where essential information for the 

communication between the customer and the service is 

presented as portion of the service in the cloud. 

 

Platform as a Service (PaaS) — Customers purchase contact 

to the stages, enabling them to organize their own software and 

applications in the cloud. The OS and network access are not 

achieved by the customer, and there might be restraints as to 

which applications can be organized.  
 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) — Customers control and 

achieve the systems in terms of the operating systems, 

applications, Memory, and network connectivity, but do not 

themselves switch the cloud infrastructure.  

 

2. Objective :  

The main aim of this attempt is to provide a secure mechanism 

for security of cloud computing adoption. It will be applicable 

where the security of cloud computing found to be very less.  
 

3. Deployment Models :- 
 

Organizing cloud computing can vary depending on supplies, 

and the following four deployment models have been known, 

each with precise characteristics that support the essentials of 

the services and users of the clouds in specific ways. 
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Private Cloud — The cloud infrastructure has been organized, 

and is preserved and functioned for a specific association. The 

operation may be in-house or through a third party on the 

buildings. 

Community Cloud — The cloud infrastructure is mutual 

among a number of administrations with similar interests and 

necessities. This may help limit the capital spending costs for 

its creation as the costs are shared among the administrations. 

The process may be in-house or with a third party on the 

buildings. 

Public Cloud — The cloud infrastructure is offered to the 

public on a marketable basis by a cloud service provider. This 

allows a customer to develop and organize a service in the 

cloud with very little economic outlay compared to the capital 

spending supplies normally related with other placement 

options. 

Hybrid Cloud — The cloud infrastructure contains of a 

number of clouds of any kind, but the clouds have the ability 

through their boundaries to allow data and/or applications to be 

relocated from one cloud to another. This can be a combination 

of private and public clouds that support the condition to recall 

some data in an organization, and also the need to suggest 

services in the cloud. 

 

 

 

 

4. Literature Review : 
 

Model 1 : In the previous existed model [4] [5] they have 

focused on ideal adoption rule in which if the adoption 

grants indeterminate project value as well as the strength 

of safety risks.  

Model Process : In that process they have assumed that 

the value from the cloud computing implementation has 

been considered by a wall process.  
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Model 2: The Ideal exchange of two risky resources 

Model is proposed to achieve the ability of ideal shifting 

from one to another computing sample, where we need to 

identify the value related with these two different 

computing paradigm. 

 

1) Source of Prospective profits for Cloud Computing 

Vs On-site Computing. 

-Better Optimization of Operational Expense 

-Better optimization of Capital Investments 

-Better Speed and Flexibility of Executing 

Commercial Changes 

-Better Attentiveness on Reaching Commercial 

Objectives 

-Better Scalability  

-Lower Cost/Risk/Time in Initial a New Commercial 

Model 

-Lower Entry Barriers    

2) Process for Possible Profits of  

-Cloud Computing deployment  

-Outmoded On-Site Computing Disposition  
 

5. Approach :-  
 

We are implementing a new algorithm based on the 

Hypothesis testing and trying to point out the minor time 

spaces from where the leakage of security might be 

possible. In the previous papers[1],[2],[3] they have 

focused on some common points of cloud computing 

where security is always necessary. With a combination of 

mathematical hypothesis testing we can test the leakage of 

security via the time difference. 
 

6. Model Process :- 
 

The following data were obtained in an experiment 

designed to check whether there is a systematic difference 

in the Time obtained with two different scales: 

Thread Time in Seconds  

( ix ) on 

Scale I 

( iy ) on 

Scale II 

iii yxD   

1 0.60 0.57 0.03 

2 0.57 0.55 0.02 

3 0.55 0.54 0.01 

4 0.54 0.51 0.03 

5 0.51 0.50 0.01 

6 0.50 0.46 0.04 

7 0.46 0.45 0.01 

8 0.45 0.42 0.03 

9 0.42 0.39 0.03 

10 0.39 0.38 0.01 

 

 

Use the matched pairs t – test at 5% level of significance, to 

test whether the difference of the means of the ‗time‘ obtained 

with the two scales is significant. 
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Let d  be the mean of the Time of differences d of the time 

obtained with two different scales. Then  

  

Null hypothesis 0H : 0d  

Alternative 1H   against 0H : 0D (Two – tailed)  

The test statistic under 0H : Since the number of paired 

observations is small ( n < 20 ), we use t – distribution 

ns

D
t

/
 , with 1 n df, where D  and S are the 

mean and the standard deviation of the sample of the 

differences iii yxD   ,  i = 1, 2,…, n. 

 

Level of significance: 05.0  

 

Critical values: With the two – tailed alternative, the 5% 

critical values of the t are )9(05.0 t  = 26.2 . 

 

Decision rule: We reject 0H  if 26.2t . 

 

Computations: The sample differences of the Time are 

 

0.03, 0.02,  0.01,  0.03,  0.01,  0.04 , 0.01,  0.03,  0.03,  0.01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then we have  iD
n

D
1

 = 0.022 

  


 2)(
1

1
DD

n
s i  = . 0.02867 

            
10/02867.

033.0
t  = 2.206 

 

7. Conclusion:  

Since the test statistic does not exceed the critical value in 

magnitude, we do not reject 0H . In other words, it is 

likely that there is a systematic difference in the Time 

obtained with two different scales. 
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